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Self-affine crossover length in a layered silicate deposit

J. O. Fossum,* H. H. Bergene, Alex Hansen,† B. O’Rourke,‡ and G. Manificat
Department of Physics, The Norwegian University of Science and Technology, NTNU, N-7491 Trondheim, Norway

~Received 3 May 2002; revised manuscript received 15 August 2003; published 22 March 2004!

Self-affine dehydrated colloidal deposits on fresh mica surfaces of the synthetic layered silicate 2:1 smectite
clay laponite have been studied by means of atomic force microscopy~AFM!. AFM images of these prepared
assemblies of sol and gel aggregates have been analyzed both by means of standard AFM Fourier software and
a wavelet method. The deposited surfaces show a persistence to antipersistent crossover with a clay concen-
tration dependent crossover length. It is concluded that the crossover length is associated with aggregate size,
and further that the persistent roughness at small length scales signals near compact clusters of fractal dimen-
sion three, whereas the antipersistent roughness at large length scales signals a sedimentation process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Surfaces and profiles as characterized in terms of s
affinity are abundant in nature@1#. One class of natural sur
faces, which has attracted considerable attention durin
number of years, are those associated with surface gro
@1,2#, where several experimental and theoretical model s
tems have been studied@2#.

Physical phenomena in clays represent a growing acti
in the physics community@3,4#. All smectite 2:1 clays are
polyelectrolytic inorganic colloids@5,6#, whose primary par-
ticles are crystalline platelets with a thickness of about 1 n
Most smectite clays have primary polydisperse platelet dia
eters in the micrometer range, whereas the most widely s
ied synthetic clay model system until now, laponite@7–9# is
monodisperse with an aspect ratio of about 25@7,8#. One has
recently been able to establish the fundamental for a
salt-clay concentration phase diagram of laponite, in wh
four dominant phases seem to govern the overall behavio
relatively low primary particle concentrations@8#: An isotro-
pic liquid ~IL ! phase consisting of suspended aggregate
primary clay particles, an isotropic gel~IG! phase of perco-
lating aggregation with fractal properties both dependant
salt-clay concentration and on time@8#, a nematic gel~NG!
phase for which excluded volume particle alignment h
been proposed@10#, and a flocculated~F! phase at high elec
trolyte concentrations.

The laponite arrives from the factory@7# in the form of a
white powder, which is then mixed into salt water. Taking t
added salt into account, dehydration from a given point
the phase diagram does not reverse the sample back in
initial powdery state. This is easily confirmed by macr
scopic observations. atomic force microscopy~AFM! is a
modern powerful imaging and analysis tool, which is gen
ally utilized also in the characterization of clay minerals@11#.
Surface topographies and roughness characteristics of na
cation-exchanged montmorillonite smectite clay films ha
already been studied by means of AFM~and optical micros-
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copy! @12#, and a direct correlation was found between t
surface properties of the films, and those of the parent c
electrolyte-water mix, and Hurst exponents ranging from
to 0.65 were reported, using standard image analyzing te
niques.

Most AFM studies found in the literature have been p
formed by means of commercial ‘‘off the shelf’’ instrument
which arrive in the laboratory with the analyzing softwa
included in the package. The digital instruments~DI! nano-
scope AFM, which has been utilized during the present st
ies represents a good example of a very user friendly
excellent AFM imaging and analyzing tool. Power spect
density based methods are included in this commercial A
software and may be utilized in order to study possible s
affine characteristics of imaged surfaces and profiles.

To our knowledge, no study has been done of a sin
system in which self-affine properties has been pretuned
designed by varying a controllable parameter. In the pres
case the actual phase diagram of laponite could possibly
resent such a tunable parameter and we wanted to invest
these inherent possibilities.

The present paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II
describe sample preparation, and the AFM imaging. Sec
III deals with experimental results, and in Sec. IV the da
are analyzed and discussed. Section V gives conclusion

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

With the ingredients summarized above in mind, we ha
deposited small samples originating from various parts of
laponite phase diagram onto cleanly cleaved mica surfa
To prepare a sample, a freshly cleaved piece of mica
fastened on top of a 1-cm radius metal disk. Using a micro
pette, a 10m l drop of the sol or gel was placed on the mic
surface. The drop was dispersed over the available area,
was then left to air dry for at least an hour, leaving deh
drated assembled rough films covering the mica surface.
imaged these surfaces using a DI AFM Multimode TM SP
with a nanoscope IIIa controller and aJ scanner in tapping
mode, which was chosen because contact mode prove
damage the clay films. Our AFM images are 10310 or
2.532.5 mm2 scans, and each image consists of the stand
5123512 pixels. The images were corrected for scann
curvature instrumental artifacts using the DI Nanoscope s

s,
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ware flattening procedure. Finally the AFM images we
analyzed by both using the standard DI AFM Fourier so
wares and also by using the established wavelet meth
@13,14#.

Samples originating from different regions of the lapon
phase diagram were deposited and imaged and results
two groups of samples studied are reported here:~1! 19 IL
samples at clay concentrations ranging from 0.2 to
weight percent, and added NaCl salt concentrations a
1024, and 1023 mol/l. 2!, four IG samples at 0.8 weigh
percent laponite, and NaCl concentrations ranging from 123

to 1022 mol/l. The original samples belong to the sam
group of samples as reported earlier by Bakket al. @18#. In
the present paper we only include samples investigated
Bakk et al @18#, since in these cases we have good estima
of aggregate sizes and resulting viscosities.

The present IL samples originate from a regime of line
viscosity ~see Fig. 1 of Ref.@18#!, whereas our IG sample
originate from a regime of abrupt viscosity increase~at about
0.8 mol/l! @18#. The sol samples were Newtonian liquids a
the gel samples had finite Bingham thresholds@18# at the
time of deposition.

In preparing the present samples as desrcribed by B
et al. @18#, the pH of all solutions was adjusted to about
prior to laponite hydration in order to prevent initial prima
particle dissolution@8#, and the samples were then left fo
several months before viscosity measurements and the
dispersion on top of the fresh mica surfaces was perform
as described above. It is important to note that the sam
were not completely sealed from exposure to air during
time of storage, thus no attempt was made to prevent
driven particle dissolution, and subsequent Mg21 contamina-
tion @15#. This is an important point since our gel sampl
‘‘should not have been gels’’ according to the laponite ph
diagram without this contamination@8,15#. It is also reason-
able to assume that our sol samples contained disso
Mg21 ions for the same reason. Only two of the gel samp
were analyzed by means of Hurst exponents and cross
lengths@16#.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows typical AFM images for one of our rou
surfaces originating from deposition of one of our IL samp
~sample 18!.

FIG. 1. Example AFM images~Sample 18!. Scan sizes are
20 mm2 ~top! and 2mm2 ~bottom!. Figure 7 below shows typica
cross sections of the present AFM images, i.e, the typical magni
of the roughness, and thus illustrates the gray scale in these im
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One representative example of a DI software based t
dimensional power spectrum from one of the present AF
images is shown in Fig. 2. The spectrum consists of t
power laws. The exponents of the power lawsb are related to
the Hurst exponents of the surfaces,H, asb52H11 @17#. A
crossover lengthLc is easily defined through the scale
which one power law changes into another one. Actually
our imaged samples indicate such a crossover from a la
Hurst exponent at small length scales to a small Hurst ex
nent at larger scales. But in order to investigate the crosso
the samples have to be imaged at scan sizes larger tha
crossover length. Unfortunately only two of the gel imag
are good enough for analyzing. Therefore gels may be wo
closer investigation with respect to crossover length a
Hurst exponents. This will be a topic for further studies.

In fact, a close examination of Fig. 2 indicates a seco
crossover at the smallest length scale, where the power s
trum becomes flat. We believe that this second crossove
due to the onset of finite tip size effects. Thus, the flat reg
of the power spectrum at length scales below 12 nm res
from a convolution of the actual physical surface and o
AFM tip, which in this case would have a radius of about
nm, a normal curvature for such commercial tips. Furth
more, we observe in Fig. 6 that the amplitude of the obser
surface roughness is about the same as the observed ti
dius. Thus, we believe that our tip is well suited for mappi

de
es. FIG. 2. Power spectrum of sample 2D showing Hurst expone
H51.16 andH520.32.

FIG. 3. Crossover length based on power spectra such as the
in Fig. 2 vs laponite concentration.~o! are solutions and (L) are
gels.
8-2
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out such surfaces at length scales above 12 nm.
Figures 3–5 summarize results of our present AFM im

ing: Fig. 3 shows evidence of a correlation of the crosso
length versus the laponite concentration, Fig. 4 indicates
there is no correlation between the crossover length
NaCl concentration, and Fig. 5 shows the two obser
Hurst exponent regimes versus laponite concentration, giv
an average value ofH;1.1 for small length scales, andH
;20.1 for large length scales. The qualitative differen
between the two regimes is shown in Fig. 6, where a 5
pixel trace across one of our imaged surfaces is shown
multaneous antipersistent behavior at short length scales
persistent behavior at large length scales are evident.

A comment is appropriate here. Figure 7 shows data
one of the given samples, using wavelet analysis. The s
goes for Fig. 2, but here power spectrum analysis is us
Figure 5, on the other hand, collects the power spectrum
from all samples. The data of Fig. 2 are embedded in
figure. There are large sample to sample variations, whic
reflected in the valueH50.3 for the samples in Figs. 2 and
being so different from the average valueH520.1.

Hurst exponents are also found using the method of a
aged wavelet coefficients~AWC! @14#. This method confirms
the results of the power spectrum method, givingH;1 and
H;0. Figure 7 shows an AWC equivalent of a power sp
trum like the one shown in Fig. 2 for three different wave
filter coefficients.

IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The appearance of two different scaling regimes sign
that two physical processes have been involved. The surf

FIG. 4. Crossover length based on power spectra such as the
in Fig. 2 vs NaCl concentration.~o! are solutions and (L) are gels.
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have been produced by a sedimentation process of clay p
let clusters, which has been followed by the passage of
water meniscus through the surface.

At large length scales, we essentially see the results of
sedimentation process, and a Hurst exponent of essent
zero signals a logarithmically rough surface. This is cons
tent with the annealed-disorder Edwards-Wilkinson~EW!
growth equation in~211! dimensions@2#. We would expect
this growth equation rather than the Kardar-Parisi-Zha
~KPZ! equation@2# to be the relevant one here as the nonl
ear term that separates the KPZ equation from the EW eq
tion, which is due to the change in flux normal to the loc
surface of the deposit as a result of its orientation with
spect to the vertical direction, is washed out due to Brown
movement of the depositing clusters. It is thus worth co
menting that a Hurst exponent of zero does not signal r
dom noise, but logarithmic roughness. Random noise wo
give a Hurst exponent of20.5 as discussed by Hansenet al.
@19#

At smaller length scales, the observed roughness pres
ably is a result of the collapsing of the clay clusters due
the passing of the water meniscus. This is supported by
fact that our own AFM images of very dilute sol samples, f
which isolated aggregates can be seen, suggest conside
vertical collapse as water is removed. The observed H
exponent of the surface reflects the structure of the clus
before they collapse. This may be understood as follows
fractal structure in three-dimensions is projected onto a tw
dimensional plane. The height of the projected structure

ne FIG. 5. Hurst exponents based on power spectra vs lapo
concentration. Solid lines denote the average of Hurst expon
at small and large length scales at respectiv
H51.1 andH520.1. ~o! are solutions and (L) are gels.
in
ge
t

FIG. 6. Cross sections of images shown
Fig. 1. Note, the antipersistent behavior at lar
length scale~left! and the persistent behavior a
small length scale~right!.
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given point is proportional to the fractal sitting above th
point. All our AFM images are taken with a pixel size we
above the individual laponite particle size, which is abou
325 nm. Thus, at our smallest length scales we always m
sure collapsed clusters of such individual particles, and
measured Hurst exponentH at small length scales, thus, tel
us something about the structure of clusters before colla
It can be shown that the Hurst exponent of a collapsed st
ture H is related to the fractal dimension of an uncollaps
structureD by the equationD521H. Hence, when we find
a Hurst exponent of one this tells us that the fractal dim
sion of the suspended and uncollapsed clusters is three.

We note that another system showing a crossover betw
two scaling regimes is recently reported in stylolites~irregu-
lar rock-rock interface zones! @20#.

We note that neither the clay particle concentration

FIG. 7. Averaged Wavelet Coefficients vs length scale. Wav
coefficients used are Daubechies 4~o!, 12(L), and 20~x!, giving
H51.1160.03 andH50.360.1 ~Sample 28!.
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the electrolyte concentration seem to play a significant r
as far as Hurst exponents for the samples investigated in
study are concerned and that apparently only the clay c
centration increase seems to influence the crossover len
This latter observation is in good agreement with the par
phase diagram@8# in which the IL-IG transition line is nearly
salt independent below 1023 mol/l NaCl concentrations, and
it is also in agreement with our own relative viscosity da
from the same original samples@18#.

The transient birefringence data of Ref.@18# do suggest
electrolyte dependent aggregate structures/sizes in aqu
solutions. This is not in contradiction to the present obser
tions since salt should play an important role only in t
presence of water, and our observed crossover lengths
reflect the number of clay particles in a given collapsed~pro-
jected! aggregate and their shape.

V. CONCLUSIONS

From above we are led to the following conclusions:~1!
crossover length is associated with aggregate size in ag
ment with Ref.@18#; ~2! at small length scalesH;1, signal-
ing that the clusters have fractal dimension three;~3! H;0
at large length scales may signal a sedimentation process
follows the Edwards-Wilkinson equation, and hence t
roughness is logarithmic.
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